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No. BSNLEU/Circle/Health Care/2020

Phone: 2237-9450
Mobile: 9433009450

Date: 16.05.2020

To
The Chief General Manager Telecom,
BSNL, West Bengal Circle,
8, Red Cross Place, CTO Building,
Kolkata – 700 001.

Sub. : Health Care of Staffs of WBTC.
Sir,
I like to inform you that our staffs particularly who are working in the field, either executive
or non-executive, have shouldered the responsibility to provide uninterrupted Telecom
service in the states of West Bengal and Sikkim under Covid-19 pandemic situation. BSNL
being the essential service and these staffs, are attached to this service, have neither any
Hospitals or Nursing Homes year marked for their treatment if they get affected by Corona
virus nor they are covered under any Insurance scheme for any untoward incidents due
Covid-19.
Sir, you are perhaps aware of the fact that some BSNL workers in Kolkata got affected by the
deadly Corona virus and culminated in sad demise. In this regard I like to mention that Govt.
of West Bengal has introduced some welfare measures for their staffs that are fighting against
the Corona virus.
Under this situation, I like to request you to arrange for an agreement with any Super
Specialty Hospital or Nursing Home only for the treatment of Corona where our staffs could
get proper treatment in this pandemic situation. I also like to request you to place before
CMD, BSNL for introduction of Health Insurance of an adequate amount for any health
hazard of our staffs due to Covid-19. This would give peace of mind to our staffs so that they
could discharge their duties more dedicatedly. All the facilities may also be extended to the
casual & contract workers since they are also attached with the same nature of job that with
the regular employees.
Hope, you would surely realize the situation and do the needful to protect our staffs from any
health hazard due to Covid-19.
Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(Animesh Mitra)
Circle Secretary

